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Willamette Park Assessment & Recommendations was a collaborative
project between Quercus Planning Group (QPG), a team of Portland State
University Master of Urban & Regional Planning students, and Portland
Parks & Recreation (PP&R), with the Bureau of Environmental Services
(BES) acting as a partnering agency This report documents the process
FINDINGS
Willamette Park is visited by a wide variety of park users. Organized user
groups most frequently engage in active recreation and large social events.
I d d t d i di id l l i ti iti.
QPG undertook to explore opportunities and constraints in Willamette Park,
and provides recommendations to guide the future planning of the park.
Willamette Park is a 26.85 acre regional park located in southwest Portland
along the Willamette River acquired by the City of Portland in 1926. In the
1960s, the park was filled with debris from the demolition of various
n epen en groups an n v ua s a so engage n many ac v es,
including but not limited to: walking, running, cycling, boating, and
reading. Weekends attract the most park users, especially on Saturdays
when the weather is sunny.
This project uncovered a range of opportunities and constraints in
Willamette Park The park contains some of the only flat land in southwest
structures in the area, which allowed for the construction of sports fields,
but also altered the slope and shape of the riverbank. Willamette Park is
designated as a hybrid park because it has both developed recreational
amenities and significant natural resource components within the park
boundaries.
l l f ll k d h
.
Portland, making it an important resource for both passive (or
unprogrammed) and active recreation. The sports fields, picnic shelter,
boat launch, and Willamette Greenway Trail are heavily utilized park
amenities. Inadequate informational signage and facilities for cyclists,
standing water in the sports fields and along the trail, and safety concerns
among the diversity of users at the boat launch were a few constraints
Current y, a master p an or Wi amette Par oes not exist. T is project
provides an assessment of existing conditions and uses in Willamette Park
to help guide future planning of the park. The vision of the project was to
prioritize park improvements that balance the long-term sustainability and
viability of the park with growing user demands. The project began with
three focus areas to guide analysis and evaluation of the park, which
included: recreational opportunities natural resources management and
identified during this project.
Willamette Park is part of a mosaic of parks along the Willamette River and
provides connectivity for the park system, important fish and wildlife
habitat, and stormwater management benefits. Management strategies of
the natural resources and underperforming stormwater facilities may be
adversely impacting the park and the river Also access to the Willamette, ,
stewardship and education.
From January to June 2010, QPG conducted an analysis of Willamette Park
through information gathering, public involvement, client consultation, and
alternatives development and evaluation. The information gathering
process included: secondary research, client and community stakeholder
. ,
River is poor to nonexistent for pedestrians, which limits the user
experience and disconnects park users from the larger landscape.
As a hybrid park, Willamette Park has a unique set of challenges related to
its operations and management, as it is managed for both recreation and
natural areas. During information gathering, park users and City staff
interviews, observations, a park user intercept survey, an ecological
assessment, and a Stop & Talk in the park. The public was engaged
throughout the process to gather the values and input of park users on the
conditions of Willamette Park and the proposed alternatives and evaluation.
This outreach culminated in two community meeting discussions on the
improvement actions. A technical advisory committee comprised of PP&R
d BES t ff l h l d id QPG th h t th ith t h i l
identified various potential improvements related to informational signage
and the management of geese. A growing metropolitan population and
significant planning projects including the Water Bureau Fulton Pump
Station development and the Lake Oswego to Portland Transit Project also
have the potential to impact Willamette Park and the user experience by
increasing popularity of and access to the park while also placing additional
an s a a so e pe gu e roug ou e process w ec n ca
expertise and support.
pressure on the park facilities and amenities.
i
RECOMMENDATIONS
To balance the growing user demands, the diversity of park user values, and the long-term viability and sustainability of Willamette Park, alternative
improvement actions were evaluated and a set a recommendations were developed. The actions were ranked using criteria and ease of implementation ratings
t d t i th i it ti th t PP&R ld il i l t i th h t t (Ph 1) ti th t ld b i l t d i th l t h
Improvement 
Strategies
Phase 1 Recommendations Long-term Recommendations
o e erm ne e pr or y ac ons a cou eas y mp emen n e s or - erm ase , or ac ons a cou e mp emen e n e ong- erm w en
time and funding allows (Long-term). The following includes long-term improvements that were indentified as high priority but difficult to implement. Chapter 4
contains the full list of recommendations for Willamette Park.
Improve Recreation 
Experiences
• Install durable, maintainable benches at both playgrounds
• Add bicycle racks throughout the park
• Add signage for bicycles to designate commuter/recreational 
routes at entrances
• Install temporary fencing in the short-term
• Regrade Willamette Greenway Trail to reduce standing water 
during storm events
• Construct elevated crosswalk and curb extensions at 
pedestrian crossing in boat launch parking lot
• Install hose station to remove invasive species from boats 
• Develop self-guided walking tour map • Increase open space available for passive (or 
unprogrammed) recreation
• Install interpretative signage to enhance connection to larger 
ecological and regional contexts
• Retrofit existing stormwater inlet in dog off-leash area with • Formalize planting concept for hybrid park to increase native 
Protect & Enhance 
Natural Resources
vegetated swale
• Retrofit existing stormwater swale in boat launch parking lot
• Establish Native Oak Habitat Study Area for long-term 
• monitoring and protect native oaks with vegetative buffers
• Construct soft surface steps or trail from Willamette Greenway 
Trail to riverbank
vegetation 
• Create additional bird habitat at key locations in the park by 
passively retaining tree snags, and/or installing bird boxes or 
gourds





• Install information kiosk for boaters near pay station
• Relocate elevated dog off-leash signage with eye-level signage
• Improve current DOLA kiosk by installing a pet waste station 
• with signage bags and garbage receptacle
• Explore potential management options to control geese in the 
park





Willamette Park is a unique and valuable regional park providing residents
of and visitors to the Portland metropolitan region with a range of
1.2 HYBRID PARK
Parks come in all sizes, shapes, and types. In PP&R’s park system, most
parks fall into one of two categories - natural areas or developed parks. A
recreational and stewardship opportunities. Acquired in 1926 by the City of
Portland, the 26.85 acre park is located in southwest Portland along the
western bank of the Willamette River. Willamette Park is one of three parks
in Portland that provides boating access to the river, and is characterized
by the Willamette Greenway Trail running through the park, a mature tree
canopy, and stunning views of downtown Portland, the Willamette River,
d d M t St H l d M t H d
handful of parks however, are considered hybrids, as they have both
developed park features and natural areas. Willamette Park is a hybrid
park because it is a developed park that includes significant natural area
components within the park boundaries. Hybrid parks like Willamette Park
are managed for both recreation and natural resources, and provide a
unique opportunity for park users to connect to nature while still having
t t diti l k iti h t fi ld l d dan on sunny ays, oun . e ens an oun oo .
The vision of this project was to develop recommendations to balance the
long-term viability and sustainability of the park with growing user
demands. Willamette Park has some of the only flat land in southwest
Portland, making it an extremely important resource for active recreation.
Historically a floodplain the park is also important for providing critical
access o ra ona par amen es suc as spor s e s, p aygroun s, an
picnic tables. Hybrid parks are considered part of a larger ecological
network and provide valuable ecosystem services like water quality
protection and wildlife habitat, in addition to being an important recreation
resource for the community and region.
Willamette Park provides critical riparian habitat for threatened salmonids,
habitat for salmon and supporting native wildlife and vegetation along the
Willamette River. The park is also subject to growing user demands due to
future planning projects, and PP&R expects its visibility and popularity to
increase as more people move to the metropolitan region.
Currently a master plan for Willamette Park does not exist. Based on an
and supports a unique grove of native Oregon White Oaks while also
providing boating access and programming for recreation. Both natural
resource and recreational features are considered important resources in
Willamette Park, and thus it is essential to find a balance that supports the
park’s vision as a hybrid park by enhancing its diverse resources and
experiences.
assessment of the park amenities and uses, this report aims to provide
Portland Parks & Recreation (PP&R) with recommendations that will help
guide future planning efforts at Willamette Park.
The vision of this project was to prioritize
park improvements that balance the
long-term viability and sustainability of
Willamette Park with growing user demands.
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1.3 PROJECT SCOPE
In the initial stage of the project, PP&R developed a technical advisory
committee (TAC) representing the diverse public agency interests regarding
Willamette Park. Quercus Planning Group (QPG) was provided a summary
of existing features, issues, and future projects identified by PP&R and
consulting agency Portland Bureau of Environmental Services (BES) for the
External pressures as well as operations and maintenance were considered
during the development of alternatives and recommendations for this
project.
park. Based on recommendations from the TAC and QPG’s project time
frame, work and educational experience, and interests, three major
elements were selected for analysis and development of recommendations
(refer to Appendix A):
Recreational opportunities: Assess the recreational usage and values at
1.4 PROJECT PROCESS
To conduct the assessment of Willamette Park and develop
recommendations, an extensive process of information gathering, public
Willamette Park, and develop recommendations for future park
improvements that address the recreational desires of the community and
support the hybrid nature of the park.
Natural resources management: Understand the current ecological
conditions of Willamette Park and develop recommendations for future
actions that enhance the sustainability of the park
involvement, client consultation, alternatives analysis, and recommendation
development was followed (Figure 1). The methods were designed to be
replicable so that PP&R can continue developing the assessment of the
park especially since the project did not allow for year-round data collection
and assessment due to the limited project timeline. The following process
helped define the scope of the project, develop an understanding of
.
Stewardship and education: Develop recommendations for methods to
raise awareness of recreational opportunities as well as natural resource
assets and issues within Willamette Park.
conditions in the park and the larger contexts, identify common values
from the community and PP&R, and evaluate and prioritize the final
recommendations.
January -
April April - May
Problem Scoping Information Vision
& G l
Alternative 
D l t &
Recommendations 
& Fi l R
January -
February March - April May - June
Gathering  oa s eve opmen   
Evaluation
 na  eport
Figure 1. Project Process.
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INFORMATION GATHERING
Various methods of information gathering were used to obtain a better
understanding of the social and ecological characteristics of the park in the
context of its past, current, and future uses. Information was collected
from January to April 2010 both on- and off-site, and with a range of
quantitative and qualitative tools to assess the challenges and opportunities
that exist within the park.
Park Context & Best Practices Research
During the early stages of the process, historical plans and documents as
well as related policies and practices were reviewed (refer to Appendix B).
The intent of this research was to develop a stronger understanding of the
park and its context. This research was updated as additional information
was identified. Sources for this research included: The Oregon Historical
Society newspaper and photo archives, Sanborn Maps, Army Corps of
Engineers, and City of Portland adopted plans and policies.
Throughout the project best park practices were also researched in person
Terrestrial Ecology Enhancement Strategy (TEES)
l l l f ll k d d b d
TEES assessment conducted at Willamette Park.
,
by visiting other area parks and online by reviewing park plans, policies,
and practices from other cities. The intent of this research was to identify
successful methods used by other parks to address similar challenges.
Client Stakeholder Interviews
A terrestria eco ogica assessment o Wi amette Par gui e y PP&R an
BES staff was performed in March 2010 to develop a TEES report that
summarizes habitat and wildlife information collected at the site visit (refer
to Appendix D). This task was used to evaluate the natural resources in the
park and assist in identifying actions that support the enhancement of
habitat and natural resources.
Fourteen client stakeholder interviews were conducted with staff from
PP&R and BES, who are referred to as client stakeholders throughout this
report (refer to Appendix C). The intent was to learn about the
experiences, assets, and challenges of working in Willamette Park directly
from staff, and any visions and suggestions for how to better develop and
manage the park for both current and future users. Interviews were
Park Observations
Four park observations were performed in Willamette Park between
February and April 2010 to gain a better understanding of use patterns and
frequencies on various days and times of the week, and in different
seasons. To assist with data collection, the park was divided into six zones
conducted over the course of two weeks in February 2010 either at PP&R
or as guided site visits in Willamette Park, depending on the preference of
the interviewee.
that could each be observed from one central location in each zone (refer
to Appendix E). Team members were stationed in each zone for 20 minutes
and recorded the activities observed during that time, totaling two hours in
the park during each observation. An observation form was created to
collect and organize details such as location in the park, type of activities,
number of visitors to each zone, and descriptions of the physical
i tenv ronmen .
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PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT Intercept & Online Park User Surveys 
Public participation was a central component of the project, and the values
and input of park users were essential to developing alternatives and
recommendations. A Public Involvement Plan (refer to Appendix F),
modeled after PP&R’s public involvement template, was created to guide
community outreach activities for the project and develop a variety of
A total of 56 intercept surveys were conducted in the park and online
between February and April 2010 to gain information about the activities of
park users and their perceptions of Willamette Park, as well as their values
and desires for the future of the park (refer to Appendix H). PP&R's
standard park survey was used as a starting point, then adapted through
outreach methods to engage community stakeholders and better inform
the planning process. The plan identified park users and community
groups, detailed the outreach activities, and outlined how each method
would be integrated into the project. From this, a strategic public
involvement strategy was developed for the project (Figure 2).
collaboration with City staff and Portland State University's Survey
Research Lab. A specific age range or user type was not targeted, and if
large groups were encountered, interviewers randomly selected a portion
of the people in the groups to participate in the survey. Respondents were
offered free passes to the SW Community Center as an incentive to
complete a survey.
To aid in communicating with the Willamette Park community, a website
was developed (http://quercusplanning.wordpress.com) to provide project
updates and notify community members of outreach opportunities
throughout the process. QPG also worked closely with the South Portland
Neighborhood Association and the Southwest Neighborhoods Incorporated
(SWNI) to disseminate information and keep the community informed.
Notices were posted at the park neighborhood businesses and community
Community Stakeholder Interviews
Eleven community stakeholder interviews were conducted from February to
April 2010 to gain a better understanding of Willamette Park from the
perspective of community members who frequently utilize this park (refer
to Appendix I) During the interviews a prepared set of questions were, ,
buildings to promote specific outreach events. PP&R also actively promoted
the project by sending out press releases, updating their website with
current project information and by attending public involvement events
(refer to Appendix G).
. ,
used, but questions were added as specific topics, pertinent to the
interviewees, were identified. A few interviews were conducted over email
or phone, to accommodate the interviewees, but most were conducted in
person.
Stop & TalkIntercept 
In April 2010, a Stop & Talk was held at the picnic shelter in Willamette
Park. The Stop & Talk provided an opportunity to engage in more detailed
discussions with park users than allowed in the intercept surveys. Using the
picnic shelter, workshop stations were set up to gather input from park
users about the different project focus areas: recreation, natural resources,








an s ewar s p an e uca on re er o ppen x . op es o e
intercept survey and the link to the online survey tool were also provided to










Improvement area topics were developed based on the major challenges
and opportunities identified during the information gathering and public
involvement phase. Alternative actions were developed and categorized
into the improvement area topics and broad strategies to help frame the
discussion. These topics and strategies reflected the major themes
identified throughout the project, and also supported the project goal of
balancing the viability and sustainability of the park with growing user
demands (refer to Appendix L).
RECOMMENDATION DEVELOPMENT & EVALUATION
A set of criteria, based on PP&R’s Capital Project Request Criteria and
Rating System, was prepared to evaluate and assess the alternative
actions. A point system was used to weight each criterion, with a total
number of points equal to 100. The alternative actions were then ranked
within each improvement area topic as high, medium, or low priority (refer
to Appendix M).Community meeting at Willamette Park.
Community Meetings
In early May 2010, two community events were held to inform the public
about emergent themes that arose from the information gathering phase
and public involvement, to create opportunities for the public to provide
input on the proposed improvement alternatives, and to assist with
LIMITATIONS
Although the project was successfully completed, park observations in all
seasons were limited due to the six-month Workshop class timeframe, from
January to June 2010. This limitation was addressed by collecting PP&R
k it d t b t th f Will tt P k i thdevelopment of final recommendations. The first meeting was held at
Willamette Park, and the second was held at the Portland French School;
an open house format was used for both meetings.
At the meetings, the full range of alternative actions were presented on
posters which community members then rated based on their individual
priorities (refer to Appendix K) Thirty eight potential actions were
par perm a a a ou e use o ame e ar n o er seasons.
Boaters, cyclists, and runners were also challenging to survey during this
process, as they did not remain in a single location. To address this
challenge, the level of use by these groups was noted during the
observation task.
. -
presented at these meetings. Community members were provided 15 dots
to prioritize, and then rate the actions from 1 to 4 (1 indicated strong
opposition to the action and 4 indicated strong support for the action). The
results from the public input were included in an evaluation and
prioritization of recommendations.
In addition to our project, other planning processes are ongoing at
Willamette Park. Due to expected changes resulting from the Fulton Pump
Station, the potential Lake Oswego to Portland Transit Project, and other
uncertain future conditions, some recommendations related to identified
park constraints were not pursued during this process. This report provides




2.1 HISTORY OF WILLAMETTE PARK
Site History
Historic Development
The neighborhood surrounding Willamette Park has a long history of
residential, commercial and industrial uses. In 1894, the area flooded and
beached a number of local houseboats that eventually became the
The City of Portland acquired the land in 1926 to develop into a park. The
area is part of the historic Willamette River floodplain, and lies within the
100 year floodplain zone. The area has always been an important resource
for fish and fisherman alike, and in the early 1900s it was nicknamed Carp
Flats because of the high volumes of carp found in the flood pools during
high water inundation that made for great fishing. The park continues to
residential community just south of Willamette Park, now called Miles Place.
Between 1901 and 1924, many commercial and industrial businesses
developed in the neighborhood adjacent to the park, including a tannery, a
wood working shop, auto wrecking companies, Rodda Paint Company, and
a rubber mill. The building yard for the Portland Ship Building Company
covered the majority of the northern portion of the park between Nebraska
d Id h A Hi t i h th t th f ilit t t d tflood during large storm events, with the most recent flooding occurring in
1996.
In the 1960s, Willamette Park was used as a relocation site for fill from the
demolition of the Oregon Journal Building, the removal of Front Avenue,
and the excavation of the Vista Ridge Tunnel. This fill increased the
elevation of the park to its current level and allowed for sports fields to be
an a o venues. s or c maps s ow a e ac y was cons ruc e a
some point between 1908 and 1924, but as seen in the images below, by
1972 the Portland Ship Building Company no longer existed in the park.
On the western border of Willamette Park lies a set of tracks that were built
in the mid-1880s by the Portland and Willamette Valley Railroad Company
and used to transport iron products between Portland and Lake Oswego as
constructed above the river elevation. It also altered the slope and shape
of the riverbank. The concrete fill and rip-rap can still be clearly seen along
the riverbank.
,
well as passengers on the interurban train for a brief time in the early
1900s. The railroad company constructed the Fulton Waiting Room, the
first permanent building in Willamette Park recorded on local insurance
maps. In the 1980s, freight service ceased along the tracks, and the
railroad was acquired by the Willamette Shore Line Consortium for future
passenger transit service. An excursion trolley uses the tracks in the
interim during the spring, summer and fall.
Changes in Willamette Park over time. Images from Army Corps of Engineers.
1936 1943 1957                      1961                       1972                     1980                       19966
2.2 ZONING & ADJACENT USES
The park is zoned Open Space, a designation that includes a wide variety
of recreational and open space uses. There are two overlay zones: a
Design Overlay Zone that promotes the conservation, enhancement, and
continued vitality of areas of the City with special scenic, architectural, or
cultural value; and a Greenway Overlay Zone - River Recreational that
encourages river-dependent and river-related recreational uses which
provide a variety of types of public access to and along the river, and
enhance the river’s natural and scenic qualities. Adjacent properties are
zoned Storefront Commercial to the west and north, and single dwelling
residential (R5) to the south.
The Willamette River serves as the park’s eastern boundary. The park is
bounded to the west by the railroad tracks owned by Willamette Shore Line
Consortium. It is also bordered by commercial and offices along Macadam
Avenue. To the north is the Willamette Sailing Club, and to the south is the
residential neighborhood Miles Place.
2.3 REGIONAL SIGNIFICANCE
Willamette Park offers beautiful scenic views of the Willamette River that
highlight the larger ecological and urban context of the park. It is part of a
mosaic of developed parks and natural areas that includes Ross Island
Natural Area, Oaks Bottom Wildlife Refuge, Butterfly Park, Willamette
Moorage, and Powers Marine Park (Figure 3), and provides connectivity for
the park system on the west side and along the Willamette River. The park
is also important for stormwater management. Willamette Park is the
lowest elevation in the California Subwatershed, and thus is in a critical
location to infiltrate stormwater runoff before it enters the Willamette River.
At the same time, Willamette Park is also part of the larger urban context
of the West Hills, and is an important local and regional destination for
boating, sports, and both passive and active recreation because of its
proximity to the river, its flat open fields, and its diverse recreational
amenities. It is a major thoroughfare for transportation with the Willamette
Greenway Trail and Macadam Avenue. The park also has great eastern and
southern sun exposure that attracts people from the more shady West Hills
and surrounding neighborhoods.
7
Figure 3. Map of the ecological context of Willamette Park.
2.4  PARK USERS
Willamette Park provides a range of recreation and natural resource
amenities. Organized user groups include many local and regional schools,
businesses, and organizations. These groups often engage in active
recreation and large social events. Independent park users, individuals or
group not associated with an organization, generally engage in many
This internal pressure on the park is starting to emerge and limit the
capacity of the park’s facilities - such as the parking, boat launch, sport
fields, trails, and picnic shelter - to provide a high quality user experience
for all, and also maintain the sustainability of the natural resources in the
park. There is limited space, and often the park uses overlap and create
activities, including but not limited to: walking, running, cycling,
sunbathing, boating, fishing, reading, playing, lounging and viewing
wildlife. Weekends attract the most park users, especially on Saturdays
when the weather is sunny; while on weekdays the park is often
frequented by employees of neighboring businesses during their lunch
breaks.
pressure points in the park. The sports fields in particular are a major
pressure point where heavily programmed active recreation has degraded
the quality of the fields over time, making it hard to maintain and
reestablish grass each year, and also limiting space available for passive,
unprogrammed recreation in the park.
Th i b k i th j i t h th i d d
2.5 PRESSURES ON THE PARK
e r ver an s ano er ma or pressure po n w ere e grow ng eman
for access to the Willamette River has the potential to impact the
sustainability and viability of the riparian area. As demand for access
grows, the desire to increase the recreational opportunities for users along
the river puts pressure on restoration activities and the ability to enhance
natural amenities and provide wildlife habitat, particularly for the
threatened Chinook Salmon and Steelhead Trout
INTERNAL PRESSURES
As a hybrid park, Willamette Park has a unique set of pressures for
managing both recreation and natural resources in the park boundaries.
The park is only 26.85 acres; as a comparison, Gabriel Park, another hybrid
park in southwest Portland, is more than three times the size at 90 acres.
It i i t t t i t i b l f ti ti d
.
EXTERNAL DEMANDS
Beyond the boundaries of Willamette Park, outside development and
improvement projects are expected to have lasting effects on the park and
user experiences Future projects such as the replacement of the Sellwoods mpor an o ma n a n a a ance o ac ve recrea on space an
passive, unprogrammed open space in Willamette Park to serve the variety
of park users, the diversity of user experiences, and both the recreational
and natural resource amenities. Willamette Park is expected to see an
increase in users as more people move to the Portland metropolitan region,
and the growing user base has the potential to impact the long-term
viability and sustainability of the park
. ,
Bridge, the Lake Oswego to Portland Transit Project, and the continued
development of South Waterfront, could increase access to Willamette
Park. These projects could also place pressures on the park and affect
current park uses. All of these projects contribute to the local and regional
identity of the area, and are likely to also shape the identity and uses of
Willamette Park in the long-term..
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2.6  REVIEW OF RELATED POLICIES & PRACTICES
CITY PLANS RELATED TO WILLAMETTE PARK
1903 Park Plan
In 1903 John Charles Olmsted a nationally renowned landscape architect, , ,
developed a comprehensive parks plan for Portland. The area that is now
Willamette Park was recommended as a location for a future park. Olmsted
called the park North Fulton Park. In this plan, the area is identified as a:
“... beautiful stretch of low but undulating grassy land, well furnished 
with broad-spreading deciduous trees, among them the oak (which is 
decidedly rare elsewhere in the city) which would be a most desirable 
site for a local park and play ground”.
Willamette Park Site Study
In 1986, a site analysis and design was conducted for Willamette Park by
J & J A hit t th t l k d t i l ti h i l diti dones ones rc ec s a oo e a c rcu a on, p ys ca con ons, an
existing uses in the park. With strong input from the community, Jones &
Jones developed a set of goals and objectives to guide the planning of the
park: encourage diversity of uses and users; make the park safer; improve
and optimize existing facilities; and make the park more visually appealing.
The final concept plan identified many updates to the park, including a
boardwalk with pedestrian overlook beach access enhanced wildlife The Park System Map from the 1903 Park Plan. Willamette Park was called , ,
habitat area, additional picnic units, a textured crosswalk, and additional
parking. The Willamette Park Site Study was never adopted by City Council.
Willamette Greenway Plan
In 1987, the Willamette Greenway Plan was adopted by the Portland City
North Fulton Park (shown in orange). Image from Oregon Historical Society.
Council pursuant to the State’s Greenway goal. The goal of the plan is to
protect, conserve, maintain, and enhance the scenic, natural, historical,
economic, and recreational qualities of lands along the Willamette River by
establishing a Greenway Overlay Zone. The park is within the boundaries of
the Willamette Greenway Plan and was identified as a recreation focus area
with multiple points of public access to the river. The Greenway Plan also
uses a Greenway Setback of 25 feet for non river dependent and non river- -
related uses in the Greenway Overlay Zone.
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PP&R PLANS & GUIDANCE
California Subwatershed Improvement Strategy Report
In 2009, the California Subwatershed Improvement Strategies Report was
produced by a cross-bureau team at the City of Portland lead by BES. The
report identifies and prioritizes opportunities to protect and improve
watershed conditions in the California Subwatershed based on goals of
Parks 2020 Vision
In the late 1990s and early 2000s, PP&R worked with the community to
develop a vision for Portland’s extensive park system. The visioning process
identified aspects of the system that were important to the community and
developed strategies to continue the success of the system and improve it,
improving hydrology, water quality, physical habitat, and biological
communities. Willamette Park is located at an essential place within the
watershed as it covers the entire extent of the watershed’s riverbank
(Figure 4). The report identifies six important habitat features within the
park: the floodplain, wetlands, heritage oaks, bottomland hardwood forest,
mud flats, and rock outcrop islands.
,
where necessary. A few objectives identified in this plan that are applicable
to Willamette Park are developing convenient and appropriate access to
major natural resource areas, providing an appropriate balance of active
and passive recreational space, and using sustainable methods to care for
and build parks.
Portland Parks & Recreation Sustainability Plan
Each City bureau is required to develop a sustainability plan that aligns
with the City’s larger sustainability policies and goals. PP&R developed their
sustainability plan in 2007 that identifies goals and objectives, ongoing
projects, future short- and long-term projects, and performance measures
f th PP&R t M i k d t l f f tor e sys em. anag ng par -owne na ura resources or u ure
generations, minimizing toxic and fuel consumption, and conserving
resources through stormwater management and recycling are goals
identified in this plan that are important when planning for Willamette Park.
Westside Wildlife Corridor
PP&R developed target areas for wildlife on the west side. The goal of the
Westside Wildlife Corridor is “to protect remaining natural habitat, protect
headwater streams, and create a continuous wildlife migration corridor
from Forest Park south along the West Hills.” Although Willamette Park is
not located directly within this target area, oak woodlands as found in
Willamette Park are identified by the City as Special Status Habitats and are
an important resource in providing connectivity for wildlife habitat.
Figure 4. Willamette Park covers the entire north-south length of the 
California Subwatershed (shown in green) Image from the Bureau
Willamette Park
    .     




In 2003, Salmon-Safe partnered with PP&R to create the nation’s first
urban park and natural area certification program focused on the
protection of water quality and fish habitat to help preserve the Willamette
River and its tributaries The certification is applied to the entire PP&R
Clean Water Act
In 1972, the United States Congress passed the Clean Water Act which
requires all discharges into waters of the United States to obtain a permit.
In 1990, this permit requirement was extended to include large cities and
required that cities develop a comprehensive program for stormwater.
system to ensure landscape level protection and conservation of salmonid
species and their habitat requirements. The certification focuses on water
quality and quantity, instream habitat, riparian habitat, and fish passage.
As Willamette Park is located adjacent to the Willamette River, it is
important that improvements to the park comply with this certification
process.
management. In 1999, the City of Portland developed a regulatory program
that works toward reducing water pollution due to storm events. Since
Willamette Park is located directly adjacent to the river and contains a
significant amount of impervious surfaces, the implications of this Act are
applicable to any planning for this space.
Park System Plan
A draft of the Portland Parks & Recreation Park System Plan was released
in May of 2009. This plan calls for a more holistic view of park planning
that focuses primarily on the experience of users. The System Plan states
th t k i i i d f th l th ti iti d th
Endangered Species Act
The Endangered Species Act was passed in 1973 to protect wildlife from
the "consequence of economic growth and development untempered by
adequate concern and conservation.” In the late 1990s, the National
Marine Fisheries Service listed the Columbia River Steelhead Trout and the
Chi k S l th t d i Th Will tt Ri i li t da a par exper ence s compr se o e peop e, e ac v es, an e
setting and identifies that some elements in a park may be designed to
enhance the people, nature, or nature/people experience depending on the
needs and desires of the park users. The System Plan identifies the
existence of hybrid parks in the park system, and briefly describes the
designation as a developed park that includes a natural area. This plan
provides a basic conceptual framework for Willamette Park and the
noo a mon as rea ene spec es. e ame e ver s s e as
critical habitat for the recovery of both species and the City of Portland is
required to take steps to protect the species and their habitat.
development of future park facilities.
Willamette Park mud flats. Willamette Park riparian habitat along  the 
Willamette River.
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3 CONDITIONS & ASSESSMENT
Riparian area along the Willamette River Willamette Greenway TrailBoat launch
Oak habitat & dog off-leash area Picnic shelter
Unprogrammed open space in north area Sports field Playground
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With the information gathered throughout this process from client and
community stakeholder interviews, user surveys, park observations, and
public outreach, QPG identified major themes that represent the
conditions, opportunities, and challenges that exist in the park. The themes
reflect the park’s diversity of user experiences and values as a hybrid park,
and also work to enhance that identity through the balance of recreational
and natural resource opportunities, and the expectation of growing user
demands. The themes are grouped into the following topics to help identify
their roles in the park:
• Recreation
• Natural Resources
• Park Operations & Management
The following is a discussion of the existing conditions and an assessment
of the opportunities and challenges in Willamette Park.
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3.1 RECREATION
Park Facilities & Recreational Amenities
Willamette Park serves as a recreational hub in southwest Portland because
of its location and unique mix of passive and active recreational amenities
(Figure 5). The recreational amenities within the park include: a boat
launch and dock, multi-use pedestrian and bicycle paths, a picnic shelter
and multiple small picnic tables, an unfenced dog off-leash area, two
playgrounds, two sports fields, four tennis courts, and open space for
unprogrammed recreation. Though a wide range of facilities exist, they are
in varying conditions, with some being brand new and others needing
upgrades or repairs.
The picnic shelter is very heavily used, and is booked nearly every
weekend during the summer. The picnic shelter works well for larger group
events, but it is identified as being too large for smaller groups that may
not need the entire space. The shelter is generally well maintained, but
park users expressed an interest in having access to potable water and
electricity for group events Several community and client stakeholders also.
stated that the picnic shelter roof is in need of maintenance because of
water damage and moss. Maintenance was viewed by stakeholders as
necessary and important for extending the overall lifespan of the roof.
The playground near the picnic shelter is relatively new and is well
utilized by children, while the south playground is older and receives less
attention. However, both playgrounds lack seating for caregivers to watch
their children. Caregivers were observed sitting on the playground
equipment or away from the playground entirely in the picnic shelter.
Additional picnic tables and benches are located along the Willamette
Greenway Trail, and were observed to be in need of repair from paint
li d d di E t t l b b d i th thpee ng an woo ero ng. mp y cemen s a s were o serve n e nor
portion of the park where tables appear to be missing.
Figure 5. Map of recreational amenities in Willamette Park.
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The dog off-leash area (DOLA) is located between the park roadway
and the railway tracks. Due to the steep terrain of this location in the park,
the area frequently collects large amounts of standing water from storm
events, which was observed to deter dog owners from using this space.
These comments were supported by the low quality score the dog off-leash
area received on the intercept survey and the issues identified during the
TEES report.
Two locations within the park have public restrooms. The restrooms near
the boat launch are open throughout the year, and are heavily utilized
during the fishing and summer seasons. In the south end of the park,
another set of restrooms are open during the spring and summer months,
when the park experiences an increased user base. Many park users
expressed interest in additional restrooms in the park and year-round
access to all locations.
Unprogrammed open space is primarily located in the north portion of
the park and around the picnic shelter. The area surrounding the open
space by the picnic shelter is heavily programmed with sports activities
throughout the year, and often activities overflow onto the unprogrammed
spaces making them feel overcrowded and very busy. Open grass areas
have become a growing recreation focus in the PP&R system, and was
Entrance to the dog off-leash area.
similarly identified in the intercept survey by park users as an important
feature in Willamette Park.
Cyclist enjoying a sunny day in Willamette Park.
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Trails
Willamette Park currently has two formal trails, the Willamette
Greenway Trail and the bike commuter trail along the road.
The Willamette Greenway Trail is one of the key features in Willamette
Park and receives high use from pedestrians and cyclists year round. The
trail connects the park to downtown and to the Springwater Corridor by
way of the Sellwood Bridge, supporting the City's growing interconnected
trail system. The Willamette Greenway Trail runs parallel to the Willamette
River, but currently, portions of the trail lie within the Willamette Greenway
Overlay, potentially impacting the ability to conduct restoration activities in
the riparian buffer area.
Inadequate signage and bike parking, standing water, and safety were
t i t id tifi d i th t il t C tl th i i tcons ra n s en e n e ra sys em. urren y ere s no s gnage a
the park entrances to designate the Willamette Greenway Trail and the
commuter bike trail. Park users expressed concern about conflicts between
recreational users and commuters on the busy Willamette Greenway Trail.
Additionally, the park lacks any formalized bicycle parking, making it
difficult for cyclists to stop in the park.
Standing water along Willamette Greenway Trail after storm event.
The Willamette Greenway Trail also has a number of drainage issues.
Water often stands on the trail during storm events making the trail
impassable in certain areas. Many park users were observed walking
through the field to avoid the standing water and expressed concerns
about the safety of using the trail during and after storm events.
        
In the boat launch area, the Willamette Greenway Trail crosses the parking
lot at a marked crosswalk and then passes through a natural area. The
crosswalk has insufficient signage and is not clearly marked for vehicles to
stop for trail users. Park users expressed concern about the safety of using
this portion of the trail, as well as the portion of the trail through the
natural area.
On the western side of the park, pedestrian connectivity is lacking between
the tennis courts and other portions of the park. Tennis players were
observed walking in the roadway or through the fields to purchase parking
passes in the boat launch parking lot and at the picnic shelter.
Trail through the natural area in the north end of the park           .
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Boating Sports Fields
Being able to access the river at Willamette Park is one of the major assets
of the park, and one of the most common reasons people visit the park.
The boat launch is one of three public boat launches in Portland and the
only public boat ramp on the west side of the Willamette River. The boat
launch parking lot is usually full from March to October for the fishing and
summer boating seasons.
The sports fields are another heavily used facility within Willamette Park.
Community and client stakeholders, as well as various park users,
acknowledged the importance of these fields to organized recreation in
southwest Portland because of the lack of flat, open fields in the area.
Although these fields have high recreational value, major maintenance
challenges exist. The fields suffer from poor drainage because of the
Motorized and non-motorized boaters currently use the same launch. This
creates a safety concern for non-motorized boaters who often have
difficulty launching their kayaks and canoes into the river while navigating
around motorized boaters and their vehicles.
Th Will tt Ri i tl t i k f th d f Z b d
concrete fill underlying the fields. Heavy use, poor drainage, and continued
play during rainy days results in standing water, mud pits, and uneven
surfaces. Additionally, when in use, the sports fields take large portions of
the park out of use for passive recreation and unprogrammed activities,
conflicting with the growing user demand for passive open space in parks.
e ame e ver s curren y a r s or e sprea o e ra an
quagga mussels, both of which are considered highly invasive and a serious
threat to the Willamette River watershed and ecosystem. The mussels latch
onto hard surfaces like boats, which can unknowingly transport the
mussels into the river system. The threat of invasive species was a
pressing issue identified through discussions with City staff and through
subsequent research In January 2010 the state developed a new program. ,
called the Aquatic Invasive Species Program to prevent the introduction
and spread of invasive species throughout Oregon, and Zebra and quagga
mussels were identified as the invasive species of concern for May 2010.
Condition of sports fields after heavy rain and play.
View of Willamette Park boat launch from the river.
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Interactive Education
Willamette Park currently has educational signage about the stormwater
swale near the boat launch and native landscaping in the natural area
north of the boat launch, but due to their locations, the visibility of the
signs is poor. The park lacks other educational information such as
information about the concrete fill, the park's history with the Portland Ship
Building Company, the interesting background of Miles Place, and the
variety of native wildlife and vegetation. Also, there is currently no
interpretive signage available to connect the park to the larger ecological
and urban contexts of Willamette Park and the park's place in Portland.
Park users expressed interest in learning more about the park’s natural and
social history, and also the native plants and vegetation found in the park.
PP&R has also expressed interest in expanding park users’ access to
education about the park, including options other than physical signage.




Within the park, there are currently a few stormwater issues that are
negatively impacting the Willamette River and that could be improved.
Stormwater collects on the parking lot near the boat launch and is funneled
to the river. This was identified as a concern as the water becomes
degraded with pollutants from the parking lot, and the vegetated swale
located in this area may be underperforming as a water quality facility. In
the dog off-leash area, there is also an unprotected drainage inlet that
deposits stormwater along with dog fecal waste directly into the river.
The uneven topography and poor stormwater infiltration, due to the
historic concrete fill, results in standing water in multiple locations
throughout the park.
Drainage inlet in dog off-leash area.
Figure 6. Map of natural resource amenities in Willamette Park.
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Habitat & Wildlife
Willamette Park includes a variety of terrestrial habitats that make the park
rich in floral and faunal species, including: open grass fields, herbaceous
emergent wetland, shrub/scrub wetland, forest riparian habitat, and oak
Birds Trees
woodland. Off the shore, there are also mud flats and a rocky outcrop. The
park’s riparian area is an important resource for fish and birds, and has
been identified as a possible location to enhance habitat for the threatened
Chinook Salmon and the Steelhead Trout. Currently though, concrete fill
and rip-rap along the park's shoreline make it a challenge for restoring the
riparian area, providing habitat, and providing opportunities for park users
Song Sparrow Alder
to interact with the river and the park's natural resources. There is
restoration actively occurring in the natural area in the south portion of the
park around the concrete fill, as part of a collaboration effort between
PP&R and stewardship groups. In the north natural area, native
revegetation is occurring as part of restoration efforts.
Native wildlife is closely tied to native vegetation and there currently exists
Scrub Jay Pacific Willow
,
a variety of native vegetation throughout the park to support this
interrelationship for migratory and resident birds (Figure 7). However, non-
native invasive Himalayan blackberry and English ivy are also found along
much of the riverbank due to the disturbance caused by the concrete fill,
and English holly was identified along the south border of the park near
Miles Place.
One important native resource in Willamette Park is the native Oregon
White Oaks (Quercus garryana), which are concentrated in the west side of
the park. Most of these oaks are over 200 years old, including one oak at
the south end of the park that is designated as a Heritage Tree. The oaks
are important assets in Willamette Park because they provide important
ildlif h bit t b t t t t t i b d l
Spotted Towhee Flowering Currant
w e a a , u curren managemen s ra eg es may e a verse y
impacting the oaks' root structures and the overall health of the trees.
Mowing around the base of the trees may be impacting the vigor of the
oaks. The park also currently lacks a young oak tree regeneration needed
to ensure the long-term sustainability and presence of oak trees in the park
for future generations.
Figure 7. Bird and tree species observed in Willamette Park. 
Images from Cornell Lab of Ornithology and Google Images.
Junco Oregon White Oak
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Pedestrian Access to the Willamette River
The Willamette River attracts a variety of park users to Willamette Park and
was consistently identified as a major asset of the park. Yet aside from the
boat launch, there is limited pedestrian access to this resource. The banks
are steepened and unnatural from the concrete fill and are difficult to
navigate. Additionally, concrete rip-rap dots the shoreline and makes it
difficult for restoration activities to occur in the riparian area.
Currently, there are a few social trails that pedestrians use to access the
river, but they are not maintained nor encouraged by PP&R. Better access
to the river was a theme that was discussed during client and community
stakeholder interviews, intercept surveys, and the Stop & Talk.
Concrete rip-rap visible along Willamette Park shoreline.Steepened riverbank in central portion of Willamette Park.
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3.3 PARK OPERATIONS & MANAGEMENT
Signage
Current signage in the park is limited, and in some places inaccessible or
outdated. For example, at the boat launch, a variety of safety and invasive
species notices are posted throughout the area, as opposed to a central
Management of Geese
Geese inhabit the open fields in Willamette Park during part of the year.
Many park users expressed that geese are a challenge in the park because
of the unpleasant amount of goose fecal matter. Organized sports field
location for boaters to view this important information. Park users stated
that they were unaware of some of the park amenities or methods for
reserving facilities, as this information is either unavailable or difficult to
locate. Additionally, signage of the dog off-leash rules in the park is
currently hard to find, as they are mostly placed ten feet up on the light
poles to avoid vandalism, but making it difficult for people to see and read
user groups were particularly concerned about their exposure to goose
fecal matter during play and its degradation of field quality. Goose fecal
matter contains pathogenic organisms such as E. coli and Salmonella, and
its existence in the park adversely affects the health of the river, the park,
and the park users.
them. In the intercept survey, information about the park received the
lowest quality rating of all the park amenities in Willamette Park.
Parking
Due to the popularity of the park, many park users discussed challenges
ith ki it d b t i f ki It
Geese on the sports fields.
w par ng capac y an concerns a ou pay ng or par ng. was
observed that the boat launch parking lot fills up quickly during the fishing
season to accommodate the boating traffic. Some boaters expressed
concern about the length of the parking spots not being adequate for their
trailers, and the limited quantity of parking spots.
Example of the current dog off-leash rules 
sign location.
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3.4 TRENDS IN PARK USE
Park users have varying reasons for visiting Willamette Park, and engage in
many activities. As indicated by park users who completed the intercept
survey, the top reasons for visiting the park were for exercise and fitness,
and to enjoy nature and be outdoors (Figure 8). Walking for exercise was




Enjoy nature and be outdoors
Figure 8. Reason for Visiting the Park
through and walking the dog (Figure 9).
Organized user groups most frequently utilize the two sports fields and four
tennis courts for active recreation, and the picnic shelter for passive
recreation. These groups engage in field trips, picnics, commencements,






Reduce stress or unwind
Stewardship activity
Socialize with family or friends
through to mid-October, the sports fields and picnic shelter were booked
nearly every weekend, adding up to approximately 2,500 hours of
permitted time over the eight-month period.
Independent user groups and individuals use the park in many ways. One
of the most popular facilities is the boat launch. The fishing season runs





Figure 9. Activities Engaged in During Park Visit
September, keeping the boat launch busy nearly nine months out of the
year. The Willamette Greenway Trail is a highly utilized trail through the





















Park users play an impromptu game of 












W l d i i i    . .ater-re ate  act v t es
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FIGURE 10. MAP OF EXISTING CONSTRAINTS
Underperforming 
stormwater swale
P d i i filt ti
Outdated park 
entrance sign




Standing water along 
Willamette Greenway Trail
Runoff drains




Park facilities need G l ti
Limited pedestrian 
access to the river
   
improvement
oose popu a on
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4 RECOMMENDATIONS








For each of these strategies, a set of recommendations was developed to shape the future planning of the park. The recommendations are listed on the
following pages in a set of tables that illustrate:
1. Action - action for improvement in the park
2. Benefit - major benefits of action
3. Criteria rank - how well each action meets the criteria in comparison to other actions within the same topic (Figure 11; Appendix M)
4. Ease of implementation - developed through discussions with PP&R to account for budget, maintenance, and time constraints
5. Challenges to implementation - major challenges identified during implementation phase, including planning and design processes,
maintenance issues, coordination efforts, permitting, political feasibility and community involvement
The criteria rank and the ease of implementation rank were analyzed to guide which of the recommendations could be implemented in the short-term. Those
actions that received medium or high criteria rank and are considered easy to implement are recommended as Phase 1 improvements.
The Phase 1 improvements are shown as shaded rows in the following tables.
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FIGURE 11.  CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING IMPROVEMENT ACTIONS
Legal Compliance: Meets a legal mandate, directive by Council, condition of Land Use Review, 
contractual obligation or other legal obligation.
Previous Planning Process: Conforms to a City or PP&R plan.
L l f S i P id i i ti ti i f id tifi d deve  o  erv ce: rov es or mproves a pass ve or ac ve recrea on serv ce or an en e  nee .
Human Health & Safety: Improves general health, safety, and welfare.
Stewardship: Fosters a greater level of understanding about the park.
Water Quality: Improves water quality of the Willamette River and California Subwatershed           .
Habitat: Improves habitat for native wildlife, insects, fish, plants, and trees.
Maintenance: Increases efficiency in use of maintenance resources.
Capital Assets or Facilities: Repairs important systems or will deter major future expenditures.
Public Support: Public support was expressed during meeting or no public opposition is expected.
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I l t ti
Challenges
an mp emen a on
Install durable, maintainable
benches at both playgrounds
• Provides seating for caregivers High Easy
• High cost
• Additional maintenance
Add bicycle racks throughout the 
park1
• Supports active transportation Medium Easy • Requires design and installation
Upgrade existing tables and 
• Extends life of furniture
benches with durable, maintainable 
material throughout the park
  
• Less maintenance
Medium Medium • High cost
Upgrade existing picnic shelter with 
potable water and electricity access
• Improves service at picnic 
shelter
Low Medium
• Planning and installation
• Regulating use    
Provide recycling collection near 
garbage receptacles
• Diverts waste from landfills Low Medium
• Limited PP&R funding
• Increases collection
• Additional maintenance
• 1 Bicycle racks should be sited near the picnic shelter and playground, as well as near the restrooms at the boat launch.
• Although restrooms were identified by park users as a constraint in the park, recommendations were not developed at this time as
improvements would likely be part of the Fulton Pump Station planning process.
• PP&R has recently changed the pay-to-park system at Willamette Park from seasonal to year-round. Park users expressed concern about










R d Will tt Gegra e ame e reenway 
Trail to reduce standing water 
during storm events




• Planning and engineering
Construct elevated crosswalk and    
curb extensions at pedestrian 
crossing in boat launch parking lot
• Improves safety
• Diverts stormwater to swale
Medium Hard
• Limited PP&R funding
• Planning and engineering
Complete path between boat 
launch parking lot and tennis 
courts to improve pedestrian 
connection
• Improves safety and pedestrian
connectivity
Medium Hard • High cost
Add signage for bicycles to • Improves safety     
designate commuter/recreational 
routes at entrances2





Improve visibility of trail users at
• Coordination and additional 
      
north natural area 
• Improves safety Low Easy maintenance
• Ensure habitat quality
• 2 Sign designating the different cycling trails in the park are recommended at the Miles Place south entrance, at the Willamette Greenway









Hi h i t
Install hose station to remove 
invasive species from boats
• Increases education about 
threat and best practices
High Hard
• g  ma n enance
• Access to hot water 
• Access to sewer for drainage
• Staff coordination
Install separate low-float launch 
for non-motorized boats












Install temporary fencing in the 
short-term and improve drainage 
on fields in the long-term
• Reduces burden on field in the 
short term
High Medium
• Drainage system requires long-
term planning and engineering 
as well as high costs
M t i d d fIncrease open space available for 
passive (or unprogrammed) 
recreation
• ee s grow ng user eman  or 
unprogrammed space
• Uses maintenance resources 
more efficiently
Medium Hard
• Limited alternative locations for 










I k l d f k
Develop self-guided walking tour 
map
• ncreases now e ge o  par
history and unique natural 
features
• Easily provided for online 
viewing3
High Easy • Identify features  to be included
Install interpretative signage to 
enhance connection to larger 
ecological and regional contexts
• Provides a focus on visuals that 
are easily understandable by all 
park users
• Engages park users in active 
learning
High Medium
• Requires vision, public design 
process, and installation
• Additional maintenance
• 3 PP&R should provide this map online to reduce the need to replenish copies in the park and to allow park users to bring a copy with them.
• Many cities around the US are developing alternative methods for informing their park users about park history, native trees and plants, and
recreational amenities In addition to developing self-guided walking tours and interpretive signage in Willamette Park PP&R should explore. ,
developing cell phone tours or podcasts for parks in their system. Public outreach would likely be needed to educate the public about these
methods and their benefits.
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Retrofit existing stormwater inlet 
in dog off-leash area with 
vegetated swale4
• Diverts domesticated animal 
feces from river and improves 
water quality
• Improves safety of users
High Easy
• Planning and engineering
• Public response
Retrofit existing stormwater swale 
in boat launch parking lot4
• Improves capacity to treat 
runoff before entering the river
• Increase terrestrial and aquatic 
habitat
Medium Easy
• Planning and engineering
• Public response
Prepare stormwater management 
plan for park
• Provides coordinated strategic 
plan for improving water quality
Low Medium
• BES does not coordinate 
stormwater management plans
Replace impervious surfaces with 
pervious pavement in future 
parking lot and trail upgrades




• Planning and engineering
• Ongoing maintenance
• 4 The 2011 BES Watershed Improvement Fund has allocated funding to retrofit the stormwater inlet in the dog off-leash area and to retrofit









E t bli h N ti O k H bit t St ds a s  a ve a  a a  u y 
Area for long-term monitoring and 
protect native oaks with vegetative 
buffers
• Enhances habitat for wildlife
• Reduces harm to roots
High Easy • Intra-agency coordination
Formalize planting concept for 
hybrid park to increase native 
vegetation
• Creates strategic vision for 
planting
Medium Medium
• Requires planning process and 
community involvement to 
develop planting concept and 
vision
Create additional bird habitat at 
key locations in the park by 
passively retaining tree snags, 
and/or installing bird boxes or 
gourds5
• Increases habitat for resident 
and migratory birds
• Tree snags retain nutrients and 
support additional ecological 
functions
Medium Medium
• Requires planning to identify 
tree snags and mitigate any 
safety hazards
• Requires long-term maintenance
• Educational opportunity
• 5 Installation of the bird boxes or gourds would require ongoing maintenance but this effort could be conducted by stewardship groups.
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Restores natural ecological form
Create gentler riverbank slope6
•    
• Improves critical habitat for 
Chinook Salmon and Steelhead 
Trout
• Increases formalized access to 
the river
High Hard
• Requires long-term vision & 




Construct soft surface steps or 
trail from Willamette Greenway 
Trail to riverbank
• Improves safety and 
accessibility






Enhance viewing opportunities 
along river to provide overlook
• Enhances and diversifies 
connection to the river
Low Hard
• Planning and engineering
• Requires permitting
• 6 It is important to have formalized access points when changing the slope to provide clear indication of which areas are for public access and
which areas should be protected for habitat.
• 7 Plans are currently in progress for PP&R to construct soft surface steps in the south end of the park.
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Install information kiosk for 
boaters near pay station
• Central location to access 
important information
High Easy • Planning and design
Relocate elevated dog off-leash 
signage with eye-level signage8
• Increases accessibility of 
information
High Easy
• Requires replacement of 
current signs
Install community board for
• Provide place for 
communication among park • Planning and design    
announcements9
   
users




Upgrade existing park sign at 
• Increases readability Medium Easy




• 8 The current dog off-leash signage is 10 feet off the ground to prevent vandalism, however it makes it difficult for park users to see and read.
PP&R staff indicated that vandalism is low in the park, therefore relocating the signs to eye-level could be a viable way to increase readability
and improve compliance with policy.
• 9 The community board is recommended to be installed near the picnic shelter, as it is a central location in the park.
• 10 The sign at the park entrance has been well maintained and is in good physical condition. PP&R has a work order in their system to re-paint









E l t ti l t I d t di fxp ore po en a  managemen  
options to control geese in the
park11
• ncrease un ers an ng o  
effective goose management 
options
High Medium12
• Requires coordination and 
definition of responsibility
• 11 Strategies researched include strategically planting native vegetation to limit geese access to open fields and planting grass or vegetation,
that is not palatable to geese.
• 12 Partnerships between PP&R and stewardship groups or the Audubon Society should be explored when developing a strategy for the
management of geese within Willamette Park. These groups could implement the strategy or provide technical expertise.







Improve current DOLA kiosk by 
installing a pet waste station with 
signage, bags, and garbage 
receptacle13, 14
• Encourages pet owners to pick 
up after their pets
High Easy • Cost and maintenance
• 13 The potential implementation a Lake Oswego to Portland streetcar would likely utilize the railway adjacent to the DOLA. If this project
occurs, PP&R will need to consider alternatives for the placement and safety of the DOLA. Only one single action was developed since it would
be for an interim investment and would not be an effective use of resources.
• 14 During this project, attention was given to the maintenance of the DOLA kiosk to improve its appearance and functionality for park users.
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4.4 POTENTIAL FUNDING SOURCES
To move towards implementation of the identified improvements, further
public consultation should be conducted and funding attained. Although
some funding may be available from the Fulton Pump Station project, other
funding sources should also be identified.
Oregon Parks and Recreation Department Recreational Trails
Grant Program provides funding for a variety of trail-related projects,
including the construction of new trails, trail bridges, and trailhead
facilities; installing way finding signs; restoring existing trails; and acquiring
land and permanent easements. Funding is only applicable to recreational
The following discussion provides a brief overview of four grant programs
that may provide needed funding.
The Metro Nature in Neighborhood Restoration and Enhancement
Grant supports restoration and environmental education projects
throughout the region. Grants awarded through this program range from
trails and cannot be used for commuting trails. This annual program
requires a 20% match, which can be in the form of in-kind services or
materials.
$5,000 to $25,000 and require a 50% match from the receiving agency.
Community projects that conserve, develop or interpret Oregon´s heritage
are eligible for the State Historic Preservation Office Heritage Grant.
This grant is applicable to a variety of projects within parks such as
interpretive signage or self-guided tours that provide information about
historical features In the 2009 2011 grant cycle $215 000 was available in. - , ,
funding and the highest award was $25,000.
The Oregon State Marine Board Boating Facility Grant Program
provides financial support for planning, designing, engineering, new
construction, or the rehabilitation or expansion of public recreational boat
access facilities throughout the state. Land acquisition for such facilities is
also eligible for funding. Routine operations and maintenance are not
eligible for funding through this program. This grant program is
administered on a biennial cycle and requires a 25% match. Ten percent of
the value of the project can be matched in the form of in-kind services or
materials. The hose station may be eligible to receive funding through this
grant program.
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4.5  HYBRID PARK RECOMMENDATIONS
Hybrid parks present a unique opportunity and challenge for PP&R. As these parks have both developed features and natural areas, additional coordination
between staff is needed to manage these areas. PP&R is still developing and defining the hybrid park designation, yet this project offered a unique opportunity
to explore how this designation plays out on the ground, what tensions exist, and what opportunities hybrid parks can provide for Portland’s Park system. The
following are recommendations to help address the challenges of managing hybrid parks while also creating opportunities to further define the hybrid park
identity.
Cooperative Intra-Agency Agreement Maintenance of hybrid parks relies on the collaboration between City Nature and Service Zone
staff and crews. This project saw firsthand how unclear management strategies can be at the transition between the natural areas and the
developed areas, and how that can affect the level and consistency of maintenance throughout the entire park. An agreement, based on
the unique characteristics of each park, will help create a unified park identity and help ensure resources and staff time are used most
efficiently. Ongoing communication will also help to educate the staff and crews of challenges and will create a forum for developing
solutions.
Enhancement of Unique Natural Resource and Habitats Each hybrid park has natural features that are unique to the local and
regional ecosystem. It is important to protect and enhance those unique features to ensure both the long-term viability and sustainability
of the park, and its function as part of the region’s larger ecological landscape.
Passive and Active Recreation Opportunities In protecting natural resources, it is also important to consider the existing and
potential impacts on recreation and the opportunities for creating new, sustainable passive and active user experiences in hybrid parks.
Stewardship and Education Collaborative restoration projects and interpretive education can be important tools in bridging the gap
between recreation and natural areas, and can help educate park users on impacts they may have on the sensitive natural resources as
well as the opportunities that exist for engaging park users as stewards.
Sustainable Practices Hybrid parks have the unique capacity to address many of PP&R’s sustainability goals because of the inherent
nature of the concept of balancing natural resources with recreational demands. With hybrid parks, PP&R has an opportunity to achieve its
goals of sustainable service and an ongoing system legacy by supporting practices like active transportation with biking and walking to and
within hybrid parks, and sustainable design with the use of durable materials and native landscaping. Incorporating sustainable practices in
h b id k l t PP&R i iti t b l d i t i bl k t i th i d th h t th ty r par s a so pu s n a pos on o ecome a ea er n sus a na e par managemen n e reg on an roug ou e coun ry.
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5 NEXT STEPS
The final Willamette Park Assessment & Recommendations report was
handed off to PP&R for future research and planning on June 9, 2010. The
website created for this project (http://quercusplanning.wordpress.com)
will remain available online as a resource and reference for PP&R and
i t t d it b
• Sellwood Bridge - Planning is underway for a new bridge connecting the
Sellwood neighborhood in southeast to southwest Portland. Although
the final Environmental Impact Statement is still under federal review,
the preferred alternative is a new two-lane bridge with sidewalks and
shoulders/bike lanes It is expected that increasing numbers of cyclistsn eres e commun y mem ers.
When planning for future improvements within Willamette Park, it will be
important to consider upcoming projects that may potentially impact the
park or how the park is utilized. A few projects that may impact the park
include:
.
may visit Willamette Park as improvements related to bridge
construction will likely provide improved access to the park as well as
improved bicycle connection from southeast Portland to downtown.
This report provides an account of the range of amenities and natural
resources in Willamette Park and provides improvement recommendations
• The Fulton Pump Station - In the near future, the Portland Water
Bureau is planning to construct a pump station in Willamette Park.
Public involvement events will help shape PP&R’s decision of how to use
funds from the Portland Water Bureau.
• The Lake Oswego to Portland Transit Project - This project seeks to
that balance the long-term viability and sustainability of the park with
growing user demands. It is the hope of QPG that the recommendations
identified during this project will be utilized in future planning processes
conducted in Willamette Park. Although additional planning, research and
public involvement will likely be conducted, we hope that our process
provides a solid foundation for these efforts.
improve transit access between Lake Oswego and Portland. Planning is
currently underway to decide if improved transit should occur and, if so,
whether it will be accomplished through an enhanced bus service or a
streetcar. With increased transit access, it is expected that larger
numbers of people may visit Willamette Park. If a streetcar becomes the
preferred alternative, it may use the Willamette Shoreline Consortium
right of way adjacent to the western border of the park This could- - .
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APPENDICES
Throughout the project, technical memos and documents were written by QPG and reviewed by the TAC. This process was followed to ensure that the 
methods utilized could be replicated during future planning efforts. 
Appendix A: Assessment & Recommendations Work Plan
Appendix B: Historic, Park Planning, Recreational & Ecological Context of Willamette Park Memo
Appendix C: Client Stakeholder Interview Technical Memo
Appendix D: Terrestrial Ecology Enhancement Strategy Site Report
Appendix E: Observation Results Memo
Appendix F: Assessment & Recommendations Public Involvement Plan
Appendix G: Promotional Items & Media Coverage
Appendix H: Intercept Survey Results Memo    
Appendix I: Community Stakeholder Interview Technical Memo
Appendix J: Stop & Talk Summary Memo
Appendix K: Community Meetings Summary Memo
Appendix L: Potential Improvements for Willamette Park Memo      
Appendix M: Willamette Park Recommendations Memo
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